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Abstract

100 years ago Charles Spearman published the paper about the
factor of a general intelligence, being situated on the study of the cor-
relation matrix of tests connected with intellectual functions. In our
days, factor analysis has become an important statistical instrument of
investigation in modern science, being an adequate tool to investigate
the principles of interaction of components and their integration into a
system. This approach to the study of the form of organization, called
integratism, proposes the dismembering the system to correlated ele-
ments, analyzing their cross-relations and picking out system-forming
elements, their relations and hierarchy. Therefore, the requested math-
ematical technique should obey all these requirements. Properties of
factor analysis as a method of integratism, are considered and dis-
cussed. The history of factor analysis and its various modifications are
reviewed on the sample of 3460 publications.

1 Introduction

Celebrating the 100-th anniversary of factor analysis, one can ask why this
approach has become in our days a principal statistical method of investi-
gation in life sciences. What are the reasons of its wide dissemination in
almost all scientific fields? Why so much efforts are directed towards new
modifications and development of factor analysis methods? These questions
can be answered from the positions of contemporary scientific methodology.
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While for most exact sciences, the using of differential equations, alge-
bra, set theory, mathematical logic, and operational research is typical and
usually sufficient, in such sciences as biology, psychology, sociology - meth-
ods intended to the analysis of multiple processes distribution and based on
the probabilistic, rather then functional, homomorphism of the model and
the object, are used. Therefore, the primary role passes on to the methods of
mathematical statistics, theory of information, theory of random processes,
etc. However, most of these methods has one crucial defect: they are not
integral, giving answer to the question about the specifics and the reasons
of organization of analyzed elements to a one system.

The only acceptable method realizing the principles of system approach
and meeting all above-mentioned requests, is factor analysis as an inte-
gral statistical method, with its opportunity to define and evaluate the
structural-functional organization of the system.

2 Methodology of integratism

The history of science knows two fundamental approaches to complex sys-
tems: reductionism and organicism [1]. Reductionism is based on the idea
that investigation of the object must be performed by separating the object
into its components and analysis their nature and properties. Organicism al-
lows one to consider as an object of the study only the whole system without
dividing it into elements with functions not reflecting directly to investigated
properties of the system. The terms "holistic" and "phenomenological" are
closely related with the concept "organic" [2].

At certain stages of the knowledge, these approaches were adequate
and sufficient. In the process of historical development, reductionism as
a method of cognition has found its realization in the methods of morpho-
logical or functional description of elements without consideration a role,
hierarchy or relations of the elements in the system (systemic approach in
its narrow sense). The fundamental advantages of this approach are the
definition of a type of system giving an opportunity to choose an adequate
method for analysis, and the definition of system-forming classes, bound-
aries of their existence and hierarchy. Nevertheless, a multitude of elements
without functional relations between them, represents only a regulated or
unregulated set of elements. Contemporary sciences deal with systems char-
acterized by relations of developing and control and acting under laws of
probability. Therefore, the revealing relations, their limits and hierarchy
should be a principal goal in analysis of complicated systems. In spite of
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huge difficulties of analysis and data processing, only studying the whole
complex of all specific causal-consequence relations, even seeming to be ran-
dom and unimportant, can lead to correct conclusions.

It is important not to forget that the structure of system can be shown
only on a set of its elements. It means that the choice of system attributes
must be done according to principles of a systemic-structural approach or
systemic approach in its wide sense [3]. Otherwise, the model will be in the
best case isomorphic to a structure of the system, but having no information
about elements of the system and their properties.

Thus we come to such principle of analysis, which allows us to choice
system-forming elements on a basis of knowledge of all necessary system-
forming relations, combines all advantages of reductionism and organicism,
and makes a step from the most primitive, elementary levels backward to
the levels with growing complexity of organization, to the systems acquiring
new properties and functions. This approach to the study of organization
forms by moving from simple to complex and characterized by studying of
mechanisms of organization elements in the whole, their integration to the
system, has got a name of integratism. The basic feature of it is the study
of the ways of including, integration elements into the structure [1].

Accepting integratism as a strategy of the scientific research, we should
define the main specific features of its methodology, intended for analysis
of organization of elements into a system, their relations and hierarchy.
What specific characteristics must have a method suitable for such systemic
approach to complicated dynamic and hierarchically organized systems?

Most likely that the leading idea of this system approach should be the
selection of an optimal set of tools having a limited number of characteris-
tics, and the specific feature - dialectics of relationships between dynamic
and static parameters of elements and the intimate character of their func-
tionality. However, as no method can simultaneously give the answer to all
mentioned requests, we came to the synthesis of the next successive logical
structure:

1. Dividing the system into sets of "elementary" components. These
components do not need to be system-forming because the criteria of system-
forming might be established only after the study of relations of these com-
ponents.

2. Analysis of the relations of these components in space and in time
and selection of system-forming elements.

3. Study of the properties of system-forming elements.
4. Analysis of the relation of system-forming elements and selection of

the system-forming relations.
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5. Study of the hierarchy of elements and their relations.
6. Description of the structure of the system (model) and its properties

(forecast).

3 Factor analysis as a realization of the system
approach

One of the most important problems of the methodology of the system
approach is that of selection or creating an apparatus able to analyze the
new type problems by adequate logical tools.

Let us consider factor logic as a principle of analysis. Suppose that
elements of a system can be observed or measured on any finite and unique
set for the whole system, for example, on the time axis or/and on the set of
some homogeneous objects. This request to the set of realizations meets the
main principle of organicism. Let us choose as many elements as we can,
except elements with a clear functional dependence with already selected
ones. This set of components in the factor analysis got the name of the
matrix of individuals. In general, the system can be realized on more then
one set of realizations representing the new specific aspect of the factor
analysis. In this case the investigation of the system leads us to the analysis
of the number of sets of realizations, which gives us an n-dimension matrix
of observations.

After the components have been chosen and the matrix has been set,
the matrix of correlations (in general case - n matrices) between parameters
can be calculated. Factor analysis transforms this matrix to the matrix
of factors, where each of them reflects a set of components connected to
a one system-forming element and represents a system-forming connection
of elements. It is important to note that by using the technic of principal
components all factors become orthogonal and caused by different properties
of the system.

Hence, we can see that the factor analysis follows the logic of the above
mentioned theoretical ideas and their principles. The way of dismembering
the system into a set of components meets the ideas of reductionism, and
the way of creating the functionally caused structure of the system by the
realizations of its components follows the basic principle of itegratism.

Thurstone [4, 5] and Harman [7, 8] considered the factor analysis as a
statistical method for the compression of information, economic description
of the data. At the same time, the goal of factor analysis consists in creating
and investigation of models, conceptions and ideas, allowing one to analyze
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and interprete sets of experimental or observed data independent of their
physical nature. Therefore, the goal of factor analysis consists in revealing
functional units, forming the base of the change of variables.

An alternative to this view on the nature of factor analysis is repre-
sented by the conception, known as operationalistic or nominalistic [9—11].
The supporters of this conception insist that factors are only mathematical
abstractions not corresponding to any realities, and therefore must be con-
sidered only as categories for classification of the elements but not as system
properties.

Ahmavaara [12, 13] has especially emphasized that the factor model lies
outside the sphere of statistical analysis, being founded on the arguments
of more common nature illustrating this concept by the example of using
the differential calculus in physics. The differential calculus has its own
principles and methods, independent of the principles of statistics, so that a
researcher appeals to the apparatus of statistics only if he wants to evaluate
coefficients of the differential equation. The factor analysis also has not been
considered only as a method of statistics, because the factor logic has its own
principles and laws independent of any laws and principles of statistics. The
factor logic has to be considered as a concretization of the common science
logic applicable to the sciences, which regards the organization of the system
as an object of their investigation, and which can examine elements of the
system as a set of n-dimensional matrices. Therefore, factor analysis can be
considered as a kind of a new form of mathematical language for a consistent
description of the processes of dynamic structural-functional organization of
complex systems in the environment dependent on statistical variations.

4 History of factor analysis and factors interpre-
tation

A hundred years ago, Charles Spearman [14] published in the American
Journal of Psychology the paper about the factor of general intelligence,
based on fulfillment of all tests connected with intellectual functions. But
until the middle of thirties, interpretation of the factors caused practically
no problems since the mathematical technique of factor analysis, using in
these years, assumed the existence of only one [14], two [7] or several [9]
factors with a priory known structure. The main goal of the factor analysis
was the control of conformity of a priory given factor structure to the ex-
perimental data, and the analysis of quantitative differences between tests.
Only the multiple-factor analysis, proposed in 1935 by Thurstone [4], has
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allowed to pick out factors not defined a priory. However, all these methods
of multiple-factor analysis, the centroid method [4], and the method of max-
imum likelihood [15], very cumbersome in calculations and, mainly, leading
to different factor structures, caused the wave of disappointments in the fac-
tor analysis, especially in attempts of pithy interpretation of the factors, and
therefore stipulated the domination of positivistic, operationalistic ideas in
it. Failures in the interpretation led even such "functionalist" as Thurstone
to the view on the factor analysis only as a scientific method for the con-
firmation or rejection of hypotheses, concerned the nature of the processes
[5]. Rotation of the factor matrix allowed overcoming the uncertainty of in-
terpretation, but criteria of the rotation itself were based on the very vague
signs of "simple structure", or on the agreement with data obtained by other
methods, other investigators and on the agreement to common principles of
the concrete science.

Around 1950 the reputation of factor analysis suffered from overpromo-
tion by a few overenthusiastic partisans. In retrospect, there were three
things wrong with the way some people were thinking about factor analysis
at that time. First, some people seemed to see factor analysis as the statisti-
cal method rather than a statistical method. Second, they were thinking in
absolute terms about problems, for which a heuristic approach would have
been more appropriate. Third, they were thinking of overly broad sets of
variables ("we want to understand all of human personality", rather than
"we want to understand the nature of curiosity"). Thus in three different
ways, they were attempting to stretch factor analysis farther than it was
capable of going [6].

The exit of this deadlock was shown by Hotelling proposed the method
of principal components permitting calculation of the unique matrix of the
orthogonal factors [16]. Although this method required many mathematical
computations and could be used in practice only with a progress of comput-
ers, it immediately got an appreciation of many investigators. Thurstone
first pointed that even the most powerful method of factor analysis - the
centroid method - is not more then "calculating compromise" of the prin-
cipal component method, which was later proved by Anderson and Rubin
[17]. After the appearance of this method, factor analysis has got his second
birth and has had a right to be considered as a method of the structure
search in all fields of science.

Table 1 shows the distribution of papers concerning factor analysis in
various fields of science and industry. The sample consists of 3460 papers
hosted in the Internet by May 2004. Each paper has been marked according
to its belonging to the certain type of these fields, sometimes more then
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one, so that the sum of numbers along a column is greater or equal to the
figure in the last row. Although the distribution of papers in the Internet
does not fully correspond to their real publications, one can see a lot of
interesting tendencies, such as, for example, ongoing increase not only in
absolute, but also in relative part of publications concerning various aspects
of applications and development of factor analysis.

1904
-1980

1981
-1985

1986
-1990

1991
-1995

1995
-2000

2000
-2004

Total

Biology 18 17 20 23 47 41 166
Chemistry 12 14 36 53 88 77 244
Chromatography 4 7 16 22 24 15 88
Ecology 2 4 11 15 61 45 138
Economics 14 12 9 4 20 26 85
Food 1 4 5 2 17 21 50
Geriatry 8 5 10 9 25 31 88
Image Processing 2 7 22 27 38 51 151
Industry 4 0 2 6 38 28 78
Magnetic Resonance 1 1 3 6 25 13 49
Medicine 30 32 64 67 109 116 418
Methodology 10 25 31 49 125 151 391
Operational Research 1 1 1 9 42 41 95
Physiology 20 26 38 39 51 29 203
Psychiatry 15 14 39 61 137 99 365
Psychology 93 86 159 219 379 344 1287
Spectroscopy 11 27 40 50 108 90 326

(a) Total FA-papers 196 242 408 545 1065 1002 3460
(b) All papers(∗103) 5186 1518 1890 2117 2430 1999 14707
(c) FA/All(∗10−6) 38 159 216 257 438 501 235

Table 1. Distribution of papers on factor analysis in the Internet.

Data from the author’s collection http://www.magniel.com/fa/data.
Bottom rows:
(a) - total numbers of papers on factor analysis per the given time interval;
(b) - total number of publications from http://highwire.stanford.edu/;
(c) - ratio of papers on factor analysis to all papers in the Internet
(c=a/b×10−6).
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Factor analysis has been developed in two directions. First of all, serious
efforts were undertaken towards the development of its mathematical tech-
nique, error estimation, special methods for analysis ordinal and nonlinear
data.

However, from the methodological point of view, it is much more inter-
esting to consider completely new objects of statistical investigation. As we
know, "classical" factor analysis is using to study a two-dimensional matrix
composed by correlation coefficients of individuals on the set of observations.

Exploratory factor analysis is directed to uncover the underlying struc-
ture of a system. The researcher’s a priori assumption is that any variable
may be associated with any factor. This is the most common form of factor
analysis. There is no prior theory and one uses factor loadings to intuit the
factor structure of the data. The results of an exploratory factor analysis
may have heuristic and suggestive value and may generate hypotheses which
are capable of more objective testing by other multivariate methods [18].

Confirmatory factor analysis allows us to test specific hypotheses regard-
ing the factor structure and compare factor structures across the samples.
The researcher’s a priori assumption is that each factor (the number and la-
bels of which may be specified a priori) is associated with a specified subset
of indicator variables [19—22]. Confirmatory factor analysis as a method of
latent variable modeling, together with a path analysis leading to structural
equation modeling [23—25].

Correspondence analysis designed to analyze two-way and multi-way
tables containing some measure of correspondence between the rows and
columns. The results provide information which is similar in nature to that
produced by factor analysis techniques, and they allow one to explore the
structure of categorical variables included in the table [26].

If researcher is interested in the dynamics of observations on the time-
scale, he can use dynamic factor analysis, based on shifted matrices of ob-
servations (see, for example, our works dealing with analysis of multi-unit
activity of human brain [27—29]). Stochastic observed process is decom-
posed into a structured part (latent process) and a remainder (noise) [30—
33]. Methodology and technique of shifted factor analysis is described in
details in papers of Hong and Harshman [34—36]. Such technique can be
used not only for analysis of time series, but for analysis of spacial series, for
example, in image processing in physiology (see papers of Barber [37—40].
Factor analysis as a tool for pattern recognition is widely used, for example,
in face identification [41—45].

Three-dimensional matrix of observations can be graphically represented
and analysed by various methods of biplot-analysis [46—49].
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Multiple (n-dimensional) factor analysis [50—55] is used in studying the
multi-parametrical structure of complex system.

Hierarchical factor analysis is intended for studying factor hierarchy. It
was proposed by Thompson [22] and popularized in the detailed discussions
by Wherry [57]. In this strategy, a user first identifies clusters of items
and rotate axes through those clusters; next the correlations between those
(oblique) factors are computed, and then the correlation matrix of oblique
factors is further factor-analyzed to yield a set of orthogonal factors that di-
vide the variability in the items into that due to shared or common variance
(secondary factors), and unique variance due to the clusters of similar vari-
ables (items) in the analysis (primary factors). Admirers of classical factor
analysis use this technique also in our days [58, 59].

It was curious to factorize coefficients of information instead of correla-
tion. Such attempts were made by us [60—62] and by Browne [63].

The logic of neural networks coincides with logic of factor analysis in the
algorithms of neural networks factor analysis [64—76].

Without any doubt, it should not necessary lead to the discovery of "fun-
damental" or "basic" categories in the concrete field of science: according
to the probabilistic principle of organization of complex systems, the factor
structure might be completely random by the character of realization of its
elements. Moreover, in the result of factor analysis one can come to pure
mathematical abstractions. But at the same time the factor analysis has
become more and more popular as a method oriented not only to the prov-
ing or rejecting the existing hypotheses, but also to the revealing of a new
system of pithy components, promoting thereby a deeper understanding of
the causality and the structural-functional organization of the system.

In this aspect, it is interesting to trace the evolution in views to the
nature of factor analysis of such distinguished neurophysiologist (but not
a specialist in factor analysis) as E.R. John. While in his early papers
[77], the author, applying the method of main factors to the analysis of
evoked potentials, tried to check the similarity of some processes considering
factor analysis only as a method of classification having no physiological
sense, in his further papers the method of principal components has been
used for economic and precise quantitative description and mathematical
identification of brain states applied to classifications of drugs [78].

Modern science is challenging existing methods of data analysis and in-
terpretation towards automation of all steps of the scientific process. Let us
consider, for example, Virtual Scientist - a set of computational procedures
automating the method of inductive inference to derive a theory from obser-
vational data dominated by nonlinear regularities. Some of these procedures
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utilize SINBAD - a novel computational method of nonlinear factor analysis
based on the principle of maximization of mutual information among non-
overlapping sources, yielding higher-order features of the data which reveal
hidden causal factors controlling the observed phenomena. The procedures
build a theory of the studied subject by finding inferentially useful hidden
factors, discovering interdependencies among its variables, reconstructing
its functional organization, and describing it by a concise graph of infer-
ential relations among its variables. The graph is a quantitative model of
the studied subject, capable of performing elaborate deductive inferences
and explaining behaviors of the observed variables by behaviors of other
variables and discovered hidden factors [79].

Nevertheless, using the method of principal components for the revealing
fundamental, significant and eventually system-forming elements (factors),
especially in the absence of correlation between them, requests a specific
care in the interpretation and scientific proof [80—82].

Under a contemporary tendency of dissemination of the sphere of factor
analysis applications, the most serious attention must be paid to the inter-
pretation of results, especially in analyzing the reasons causing the interrela-
tions of components, having in mind goals and problems of the investigation
in order to estimate their correspondence with the obtained factor model
[83—86].

One should not, however, forget that factor analysis does not always give
a possibility of the pithy interpretation of factors. The interpretation must
be based on the data of a nature and properties of elements of the system,
obtained by other methods. Factor analysis in this sense is only a link among
the other stages of investigation; the connection with these links must be
always maintained, and only the whole chain can lead to the solution of a
problem [87—89]. Only the breadth of erudition of researchers and knowledge
of principles of the functional integration of investigated systems are able to
create a necessary basis for the objective interpretation of revealing factors.
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